
Strategies

We can use the Epidemic Lab to test various strategies for dealing with COVID 19: Social Distancing; 
Lock Down; Vaccine; Treatment; Combinations.   For information about the construction of the 
simulation model, see Model Structure and Tuning on the main Help page.

COVID-19 Simulation Model
shows the conversion of Susceptible to Immune
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COVID-19 Simulation Model
showing detail for Infected, Bedridden and Deceased

Note: to view these details, we un-check the Display boxes for Susceptible, Exposed and Immune; the 
chart re-scales to show the stages with check marks.
  
In the next section, we examine applying medical treatment for the Infected.
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COVID-19 Epidemic with Treatment at Day 95

Here, we administer treatment for Infected, starting on day 95 and lasting for 61 days at 92 percent 
effectiveness.  Treatment moves Infected to Immune.  Thus, fewer Infected move forward to 
Bedridden; this directly reduces Mortality Rate. The reduction in Infected also attenuates the 
conversion of Susceptible to Exposed.

At this writing, treatment to move Infected to Immune has no counterpart in actual pharmacology; we 
have some potential treatments, such as Remdesivir and Hydroxychloroquine in trials.   

For a chart showing detail for Infected, Bedridden and Deceased, see the next page.
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COVID-19 with Treatment at Day 95, Detail

In this run, we un-check Susceptible, Exposed and Immune to get a closer look at Infected, Bedridden 
and Deceased during a treatment program.

Treatment reduces Infected while treatment remains in place.  When treatment stops, Infected resume 
converting Susceptible to Exposed. This gives rise to the “double hump” effect.

In the next section, we examine another approach, social distancing.
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COVID-19: With Social Distancing Commencing at Day 59

Here we apply social distancing at the 59th day and continue it for another 93 days at 74%  
effectiveness.

Social distancing prevents Infected from contact with Susceptible.  This postpones the conversion of 
Susceptible to Exposed.  Social distancing does not prevent death.  It postpones it.

These settings appear in the lab as presets for Model C. Next, we run an experiment to see what 
happens if we start distancing later in the cycle.
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COVID-19: Late-in-Cycle Social Distancing 

Here, we implement the same distancing strategy, only later in the cycle.

Late-in-cycle distancing has almost no effect.  Distancing protects Susceptible from Infected.  Late in 
the cycle, few Susceptible remain so distancing accomplishes little.

Social Distancing does not prevent an epidemic; it may postpone it.  A vaccine can prevent an 
epidemic.  In the next section we examine vaccines.
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COVID-19: Early Immunization With Weak Vaccine

In this run we apply a 51% effective vaccine for 11 days at day 1.  The vaccine moves about 18% of 
Susceptible to Immune.  At the termination of the immunization program, the epidemic resumes.  
Mortality falls from 0.31% in the previous run to 0.26% for this one.

Next, we see what happens if we use a stronger immunization program.
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COVID-19: Early Immunization With Stronger Vaccine

In this run we apply a 96% effective vaccine for 61 days starting at the day 1. We can see it moves 
about 85% of Susceptible to Immune. With only about 15% Susceptible remaining, conversion of 
Susceptible proceeds slowly.  R0 falls below 1.   We wind up with a mortality rate of less than 0.01%, 
almost 100% eradication.

Unfortunately, we cannot actually administer vaccines this early.  Normally, we must wait a year or 
more to recognize the epidemic, then, authorize, design, test, manufacture and distribute a vaccine.  

Next, we examine applying a vaccine later in the cycle.
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COVID-19: Late-in-Cycle Immunization With Strong Vaccine

Here we apply a strong immunization program six months after the virus first appears.  The program 
has about little effect.  

Vaccines act to move Susceptible directly to Immune.  After 6 months, Susceptible has few remaining.  
We wind up mostly vaccinating people for whom it has little benefit. Vaccines typically appear at the 
end of a flu cycle, where they (1) have almost no effect and (2) receive credit for ending an epidemic 
that no longer exists.

Next we see what happens if we delay the epidemic until we have a vaccine. 
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COVID-19:  Early Distancing + Late Immunization With Strong Vaccine

Here, we use early social distancing to postpone the epidemic until we have a vaccine.  This 
combination of methods reduces the mortality rate to 0.05%.

Actually implementing this composite strategy requires implementing distancing at the very start of the
epidemic, before people even realize it exists.  It also requires shutting down the economy for a year or 
more. 

This strategy works, at a price.  Next, we examine lockdowns.
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COVID-19: Lockdown

In order to achieve effective distancing, the government may implement a lock down.  

In the Epidemic Lab Model, Lockdown does not effect the model dynamics.  It operates independently 
from Distancing and its effect registers only on Unemployment.  It appears as a side-effect of 
committing to very-high-effectiveness distancing.
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